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About This Game

Slay is a turn based strategy game where your goal is to conquer the island by buying men and using them to capture your
enemies' hexagons. By combining two men you can cre 5d3b920ae0
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Computer teams cheat by making captures that are supposed to be impossible, like taking a spearman with a spearman. At least
on expert and above difficulty. Haven't seen it happen on begineer.. I think 10 is a bit too expensive, but I got it anyway because
I was bored -- and the ancient classic brought me countless hours of fun so I think the dev deserves it. Compared to the original
it looks much better, but the gameplay is exactly the same. Which is good! I would compare this game to minesweeper. Of
course this is different, it's a turn-based strategy map against a bunch of AI players, but it puts you in the same mindset. It's a
fun, calm puzzling game, eventually you kind of play instinctively without thinking too much, and it feels quite "zen". With
most rounds lasting 5-15 minutes, it's great entertainment for breaks.. Last played this game almost 20 years ago (the demo
version though) and just today got the intel it was on steam - instantly got it and it is as good and addictive as I remebered it to
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be :). Cool game! Very interesting picking up the strategies required to play well.. Old Slay let you make custom island, missing
stuff that important from the old game, colour pallets are okay, doesn't have anything worthwhile new, fun game but with
everything listed just get the old version by finding it via google. If it had 2 player or even more like I said with custom islands
and the ability to modify the amount of players and map shape it would be a visual upgrade to the old game effectively.. I'm
another who has played this since the old Windows versions days. I'm enjoying this version on Steam so far. I would agree with
others it would be nice to be able to Window it.. This game is about as simple and complex as chess.. quot;just one more round"
:)
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